
Nancy Doyle, Licensed Real Estate Broker, PA  Recognized for Professional Excellence by Five Star 
Professional with the Five Star Real Estate Agent Award

Nancy Doyle accomplishes what only a small percentage of real estate agents in the Gulfshore-area have achieved.

Cape Coral, FL  – Five Star Professional is pleased to announce Nancy Doyle, Licensed Real Estate Broker, PA  
has been chosen as one of Gulfshore’s Five Star Real Estate Agents for 2015.

Five Star Professional partnered with Gulfshore Life  to recognize a select group of Gulfshore-area real estate 
agents who provide quality services to their clients. Less than 7% of real estate agents in the area were selected. 
Nancy Doyle is featured, along with other award winners, in a special section of the May issue.

“There’s no substitute for knowledge and experience!  Nancy Doyle has both and her six-time award of Five Star 
Professional is proof.  A high client satisfaction rating like that can only come from a commitment to excellence 
and truly caring about the human side of a transaction.  Most times a move means life changes and stress.  Nancy 
Doyle wants to minimize that for her clients, and she does.  No wonder she’s received this award six times!” – 
Dave Clark, Cape Coral, FL

The Five Star Real Estate Agent award program is the largest and most widely published real estate agent award 
program in North America. Agents are measured using an objective, in-depth research methodology with 
significant focus on customer feedback and overall satisfaction. 

“Five Star Professional’s research is extensive, with more than 10 million consumers, peers and other 
stakeholders contacted each year. We are relentless in our efforts to identify those professionals with the utmost 
standard of excellence,” Jonathan Wesser, Research Director, Five Star Professional.

Nancy Doyle’s Five Star award profile can be viewed here.

About the research process:

Now entering its 13th year, Five Star Professional conducts in-depth, market-specific research in more than 45 
markets across the United States and Canada to identify premium service professionals. 

Five Star Professional contacts thousands of recent homebuyers to identify award candidates. Phone, mail and 
online respondents rate their real estate agent on 10 satisfaction criteria. Candidates with a qualifying client 
satisfaction rating move on to be evaluated on objective criteria such as experience, production levels and 
disciplinary and complaint history.

Real estate agents do not pay a fee to be considered or awarded. For more information, visit www.
fivestarprofessional.com.


